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Cornell University Press, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. In 1983, Boston and Chicago elected progressive mayors
with deep roots among community activists. Taking office as the Reagan administration was
withdrawing federal aid from local governments, Boston s Raymond Flynn and Chicago s Harold
Washington implemented major policies that would outlast them. More than reforming
governments, they changed the substance of what the government was trying to do: above all, to
effect a measure of redistribution of resources to the cities poor and working classes and away
from hollow goals of growth as measured by the accumulation of skyscrapers. In Boston, Flynn
moderated an office development boom while securing millions of dollars for affordable housing. In
Chicago, Washington implemented concrete measures to save manufacturing jobs, against the tide
of national policy and trends. Activists in City Hall examines how both mayors achieved their
objectives by incorporating neighborhood activists as a new organizational force in devising,
debating, implementing, and shaping policy. Based in extensive archival research enriched by
details and insights gleaned from hours of interviews with key figures in each administration and
each city s activist community, Pierre Clavel...
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Reviews
An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Your way of
life span will be convert when you comprehensive reading this book.
-- Effie Doug la s
Very beneficial to all of category of folks. We have read through and i am sure that i will going to read once again once again in the future. Your daily life
span will probably be change when you full reading this pdf.
-- Amelia Roob DDS
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